
Adapted from Take a Tree Walk by Jane Kirkland

This would be a great follow up lesson to mapping and 
identifying trees near the school.  Students can consider 
how they would like to share all the information they have 
collected about the trees with the rest of the school, adults, 
and the public. 

Materials: 
• Rope
• measuring tape
• a pencil
• tall trees
• sun
• a friend

There are several ways to measure a tree, and different tree 
species grow in different ways—some grow fatter quickly, 
some grow taller quickly, and for all trees it depends on 
how much of what they needed was available each year: 
was there a drought? Was there plenty of water? Did the 
tree run out of space to grow? Did it get sick or were there 
insects eating its leaves? These all affect how much a tree 
grows each year.

Students should look for the biggest trees in their school 
yard or on the street or in a nearby park.
They should record their guesses for the tree’s circumference, 
height, and age in a chart like the one below:

They should measure the tree in the following ways:

Measure the Circumference, Find the Diameter

A tree’s diameter breast height or DBH is measured at 
chest height off the ground, which is about 4.5ft for most 
grown arborists. Students should measure the tree’s 
circumference with either the rope and then measure 
the rope.
 
Take the rope and wrap it around the tree near your chest, 
as though you were hugging the tree. Mark the rope where 
one end of the rope meets part of it. Lay the rope out on the 
ground, and measure it with the meter stick to determine 
its circumference. How big is this tree around? This is its 
circumference. Write this number in the chart.

Determine the Diameter The tree’s circumference will help 

you find its diameter, using the number Pi or 3.14.  Divide 
the circumference by 3.14 to get the diameter.  Write this 
in the chart.

Find the Age: Use the chart below determine the age of the 
tree.  You will need to know what species it is!  Most trees 
grow an average of one inch in diameter per year, but some 
trees grow more slowly, especially as they get older.  

Diameter x growth rate = Age

Measure the Height
There are some easy ways to approximate the height of the 
tree without climbing to the top with a measuring tape!  All 
you need is a pencil or stick, a measuring tape, and some 
mathematics and you can stay on the ground.

1. Stand far away from the tree, facing it. Hold your 
 arm straight out and your pencil or stick straight up 
 and walk toward the tree until it looks like the tree 
 is the same size as your pencil or stick.
�. Keeping your arm straight out in front of you, turn your 
 pencil to a horizontal position so that one end appears 
 to be touching the base of the tree (but don’t walk 
 any closer to the tree).
�. Have your partner stand alongside the tree far enough 
 away from the tree so that they appear to be standing 
 on the other end of your pencil.
�. Have your partner mark where she is standing.  
 Measure the distance from there to the base 
 of the tree with your measuring tape, and that is 
 the tree’s approximate height.

How Big is That Tree?
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Tree Growth  Rate Chart
American Elm: 4
Ash: 4
Aspen: 2
Basswood/Linden: 3
Balck Cherry: 5
Black Walnut: 4.5
Cottonwood: 2
Dogwood: 7
Ironwood/Hornbeam: 7

Pin Oak: 3
Red Oak: 4
Redbud: 7
Red Maple: 4.5
River Birch: 3.5
Shagbark Hickory: 7.5
Silver Maple: 3
Sugar Maple: 5
White Birch: 5
White Oak: 5

 Guess Measurement

Circumference  
Diameter  
Height  
Age  
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